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Abstract
We take a novel approach to rapid, low-cost development of morpho-syntactically annotated resources without using parallel corpora
or bilingual lexicons. The overall research question is howto exploit language resources and properties to facilitateand automate the
creation of morphologically annotated corpora for new languages. This portability issue is especially relevant to minority languages, for
which such resources are likely to remain unavailable in theforeseeable future. We compare the performance of our system on languages
that belong to different language families (Romance vs. Slavic), as well as different language pairs within the same language family
(Portuguese via Spanish vs. Catalan via Spanish). We show that across language families, the most difficult category is the category
of nominals (the noun homonymy is challenging for morphological analysis and the order variation of adjectives within asentence
makes it challenging to create a realiable model), whereas different language families present different challenges with respect to their
morpho-syntactic descriptions: for the Slavic languages,case is the most challenging category; for the Romance languages, gender is
more challenging than case. In addition, we present an alternative evaluation metric for our system, where we measure how much human
labor will be needed to convert the result of our tagging to a high precision annotated resource.

1. Introduction

Morpho-syntactically annotated corpora are crucial for
many language processing tasks. Applications include syn-
tactic parsing, stemming, text-to-speech synthesis, word-
sense disambiguation, information extraction. Despite the
importance of morphological tagging, there are many lan-
guages that lack annotated resources of this kind, mainly
due to the lack of training corpora which are usually re-
quired for applying standard statistical taggers.

In this paper, we describe a cross-language method that
requires neither training data of the target language nor
bilingual lexicons or parallel corpora. We report results of
the experiments done on Slavic (Czech and Russian) and
Romance (Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan) languages. The
overall research question is how to exploit language re-
sources and properties to facilitate and automate the cre-
ation of morphologically annotated corpora for new lan-
guages. This portability issue is especially relevant to mi-
nority languages, for which such resources are likely to re-
main unavailable in the foreseeable future. From the the-
oretical point of view, we want to understand and isolate
general properties of languages that seem to make a differ-
ence in the cross-language transfer approach. We compare
the performance of our system on languages that belong
to different language families (Romance vs. Slavic), as
well as different language pairs within the same language
family (Portuguese via Spanish vs. Catalan via Spanish).
We show that across language families, the most challeng-
ing category is the category of nominals, whereas morpho-
syntactic difficulties vary depending on a language family:
for Slavic languages, case is the most challenging category;
for Romance languages, gender is more difficult than case.
In addition, we present an alternative evaluation metric for
our system, where we measure how much human labor will
be needed to convert the result of our tagging to a high pre-

cision annotated resource.

2. Our Approach

The details of our method are described in (Hana et al.,
2004; Hana et al., 2006; Feldman et al., 2006). In a
nutshell, we train a second-order Markov model tagger
(TnT, (Brants, 2000)) on a related source language, apply
a resouce-light morphological analyzer (Hana, 2005) to the
target language, and then combine the two sources of in-
formation in various ways to create a tagger for the target
language.

3. Resources

In our work we do not rely on training data for the tar-
get languages; instead we approximate the target language
model by a model trained on a related language. We use
Czech for processing Russian, and Spanish for Portuguese
and Catalan. The following sections describe the resources.

3.1. Experiments with Slavic languages

3.1.1. Corpora
For the experiments described below we use 630K to-
kens of the morphologically annotated Prague Dependency
Treebank (Bémová et al., 1999). For development pur-
poses, we selected and morphologically annotated (by
hand) a small portion from the Russian translation of Or-
well’s 1984. This corpus contains 1858 tokens (856 types).
We also acquire a lexicon of Russian automatically, as de-
scribed in (Hana et al., 2004; Hana et al., 2006; Feldman et
al., 2006). For that we use a large raw corpus, the Uppsala
Russian Corpus (1M tokens), which is freely available from
Uppsala University:www.slaviska.uu.se/ryska/
corpus.html.



3.1.2. Knowledge Encoding
Our morphological analyzer captures just a few textbook
facts about the Russian morphology, excluding the major-
ity of exceptions and including information about basic de-
clension and conjugation classes of nouns and verbs, re-
spectively. In total, our database contains 80 paradigms.
We use (Wade, 1992) for encoding this information. Based
on this reference grammar text, we also created a list of
closed class words, which contains about 800 items. In
general, the closed class words can be derived either from
a reference grammar book, or can be elicited from a native
speaker. This does not require native-speaker expertise or
intensive linguistic training.

3.1.3. Tagset
We adopted the Czech tag system (Hajič, 2000) for Rus-
sian and Polish. Every tag is represented as a string of 15
symbols each corresponding to one morphological category
(Hana et al., 2004). A comparison of the tagsets is given in
Table 1. The tagset used for Czech (4290+ tags) is larger
than the tagset we use for Russian (about 900 tags). There is
a good theoretical reason for this choice – Russian morpho-
logical categories usually have fewer values (e.g 6 cases in
Russian vs. 7 in Czech; Czech often has formal and collo-
quial variants of the same morpheme); but there is also an
immediate practical reason – the Czech tag system is very
elaborate and specifically devised to serve multiple needs,
while our tagset is designed to capture only the core of Rus-
sian morphology, as we need it for our primary purpose of
demonstrating portability and feasibility of our technique.

3.2. Experiments with Romance languages
3.2.1. Corpora
The Spanish corpus we use for training the transition prob-
abilities as well as for obtaining Spanish-Portuguese or
Spanish-Catalan cognate pairs is a fragment (106,124 to-
kens, 18,629 types) of the Spanish section of CLiC-TALP
(Torruella, 2002). CLiC-TALP is a balanced corpus, con-
taining texts of various genres and styles. We automatically
translated the CLiC-TALP tagset into our system for easier
detailed evaluation and comparison.
For automatic Portuguese lexicon acquisition, we use the
NILC corpus, 1 containing 1.2M tokens. For automatic
Catalan lexicon acquisition, we use a raw corpus (63M
tokens) obtained by collecting “El Periodico” newspaper
texts available atwww.elperiodico.es2.
We also have a development corpus for Catalan. We trans-
lated the Catalan system into ours and used 2K tokens for
tuning parameters of our system.

3.2.2. Knowledge encoding
For creating a list of morphological paradigms for Por-
tuguese, we used (Perinin, 2002)’s reference grammar

1Núcleo Interdisciplinar de Lingüı́stica Computacional; avail-
able athttp://nilc.icmc.sc.usp.br/nilc/, we used
the version with POS tags assigned by PALAVRAS. We ignored
the POS tags.

2Note that this newspaper is published in Spanish and Cata-
lan, and the Catalan version is obtained via a Machine Translation
system plus post edition and correction. Thus, the Catalan version
might appear more Spanish-like.

No. No. Description No. of values
Slavic Romance

Cz Ru Sp Po Ca
1 1 POS 12 12 14 14 14
2 2 SubPOS 75 32 29 30 29
3 3 Gen 11 5 6 6 6
4 4 Num 6 4 5 5 5
5 5 Case 9 8 6 6 6
6 Poss’s Gen 5 4
7 6 Poss’s Num 3 3 4 4 4

7 Form 3 3 3
8 8 Pers 5 5 5 5 5
9 9 Tense 5 5 7 8 7
10 Deg of Comprs 4 4

10 Mood 8 8 8
11 Neg 3 3

11 Prtcpl 3 3 3
12 Voice 3 3
13 Unused 1 1
14 Unused 1 1
15 Variant 10 2

Table 1: Overview and comparison of the tagsets

book. For the Catalan paradigms we use (Wheeler et al.,
1999). Our Portuguese database contains 38 paradigms,
whereas the Catalan morphology contains 30 paradigms.
We also made a list of closed class words: 450 for Por-
tuguese, and 500 for Catalan. These mainly contain prepo-
sitions, conjunctions, some pronouns, and adverbs.
We should mention that the paradigms for Portuguese were
created by a native speaker, whereas the paradigms for
Catalan were encoded by a linguist who had no training
in Romance languages.

3.2.3. Tagset
For Spanish, Portuguese, and Catalan, we use positional
tagsets developed on the basis of the Spanish CLiC-TALP
tagset (Torruella, 2002). Every tag is a string of 11 symbols
each corresponding to one morphological category. When
possible, the Spanish, Portuguese and Catalan tagsets use
the same values, however, some differences are unavoid-
able. For instance, the pluperfect is a compound verb tense
in Spanish, but a separate word that needs a tag of its own
in Portuguese. The tagset sizes are comparable: 280+ for
each language.3

4. Languages
A deep contrastive analysis of all the languages used in our
experiments is far beyond the scope of this paper. How-
ever, we would like to mention just a number of the most
important facts.

4.1. Romance vs. Slavic
In our work we use languages from the Slavic family (Rus-
sian and Czech), and languages from the Romance fam-

3Notice that we have 6 possible values for the gender position:
M (masc.), F (fem.), N (neutr., for certain pronouns), C (common,
either M or F), 0 (unspecified for this form within the category), -
(the category does not distinguish gender).



ily (Spanish, Portuguese, and Catalan). We use Czech
as a source language for tagging Russian; in the experi-
ments with the Romance languages, Spanish is the source
language. Unlike Slavic languages, which have rich in-
flectional morphology and are constituent order free, Ro-
mance languages have lost the declension system of Clas-
sical Latin, and as a result have a relatively rigid sentence
structure (still not as rigid as English) and make extensive
use of prepositions.
Slavic and Romance languages have some properties in
common. Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are the
major classes, each with a specific set of possible syntac-
tic roles. Languages from both families have a complex
system of word inflections to indicate syntactic relation-
ships between words. The basic clause structure, both in
Romance and in Slavic, consists of a verb and one or more
noun arguments.
However, there are many differences between these lan-
guage families. Romance languages have only two gram-
matical genders (masculine and feminine), whereas Slavic
has three (masculine, feminine, and neuter). Adjectives
usually follow the nouns they modify, whereas in Slavic,
adjectives usually precede nouns. Romance languages have
definite and indefinite grammatical articles, whereas Slavic
languages mark (in)definiteness in other ways (e.g. word
order).

4.2. Russian and Czech

Czech and Russian belong to different branches of the
Slavic family (Czech is West Slavonic; Russian is East
Slavonic). Both have extensive morphology whose role
is important in determining the grammatical functions of
phrases. In both languages, the main verb agrees in per-
son and number with subject; adjectives agree in gender,
number and case with nouns. Both languages are free con-
stituent order languages. The word order in a sentence is
determined mainly by discourse.
Russian and Czech, however, differ in a number of prop-
erties. To mention a few, plural adjectives and participles
in Russian, unlike Czech, do not distinguish gender. Verb
negation in Czech in the majority of cases is expressed by
prefixation, whereas in Russian it is very common to see
a separate negative particle instead. In addition, reflexive
verbs in Czech are formed by a verb followed by a reflex-
ive clitic, whereas in Russian, the reflexivization is the af-
fixation process. Russian, unlike Czech, does not use an
auxiliary to form past tense.

4.3. Spanish, Portuguese, and Catalan

Portuguese, Spanish, and Catalan belong to the Romance
branch of the Indo-European language family. Gallician,
Spanish, and Ladino are the closest relatives of Portuguese
among the Romance languages. Their speakers generally
claim that the languages are mutually intelligible to some
extent: while that may be in part a consequence of the ex-
tensive cultural ties between the Iberian countries, which
inevitably lead to unconscious learning. It is certainly true
that a speaker of any of the three languages can learn to
read any of the other two just by practicing, without formal
study of their grammar. Bilingualism is quite common in

the border regions.
It is also claimed that a Portuguese speaker can understand
Spanish better than the other way around. This alleged
asymmetry could be due to to the general reduction of un-
stressed vowels in Portuguese, compared to Spanish. Por-
tuguese differs from Spanish in orthography, and even more
in phonology, grammar and vocabulary.
Catalan, Portuguese, and Spanish share a number of proper-
ties in common. They all have present, past perfect and past
imperfect. For each tense there are six distinct inflections
encoding each of the three persons and two numbers. There
are two copula verbs from Latinesseandstare. In orthog-
raphy, the letterk is rarely used in these languages – mostly
for unassimilated foreign words and names. The plural for-
mation is similar across these languages – by adding the
suffix s.
Historically, Vulgar Latin split first into Catalan and Iberian
Romance, which in turn, was divided up into Castillian
(e.g. Spanish) and Gallo-Portuguese (e.g. Portuguese). As
a result of this historical development, Catalan is farer from
Spanish and Portuguese in its many linguistic properties.
To name a few, Some Romance languages have lost the
final unstressed vowels from the Latin roots, while oth-
ers still retain them. Portuguese and Spanish have final
vowels retained, while Catalan retains them only in femi-
nine gender. There are also obvious lexical differences be-
tween Spanish-Portuguese and Spanish-Catalan pairs. For
instance, the word fornothing in Portuguese and Spanish
is nada, whereas in Catalan it isres (similar to the French
rien).

5. Expectations
Many factors should be taken into account when estimat-
ing how good the performance of our system will be on a
chosen language pair. These include the language proper-
ties in general (e.g. word order, morphological complex-
ity), as well as the relationship between the source and the
target language (e.g. how close they are in their word or-
der and lexicon) and whether the source language makes
fewer/more morpho-syntactic distinctions (either in the lan-
guage itself or in the tagset). To go from a detailed tagset
to a less detailed tagset is obviosly easier than other way
around.
It is hard to assess qualitatively what language pair has
the best chance. We have described the properties of the
languages, the tagsets and the resources. For Russian,
the paradigms were created by a native speaker, so were
the Portuguese paradigms, whereas the Catalan paradigms
were encoded by a person who did not know Catalan (or
any related language). Czech and Russian are not mutually
intelligible, whereas Portuguese and Spanish are claimed
to be so. Both Czech and Russian have a large tagset, but
Czech has more detailed morpho-syntactic descriptions. In
the case of Portuguese, Spanish and Catalan, the source
and the target morpho-syntactic descriptions are compara-
ble. At the same time, the Romance languages use a much
smaller tagset than the Slavic languages.
The quality of the tagging is obviously dependent on the
quality of morphological analysis. The quality of the mor-
phological analysis depends, on the paradigms and the ac-



Language Ru Po Ca

recall 90.4 98.1 94.8
avg ambig (tag/word) 3.1 3.5 3.9

Table 2: Evaluation of Morphological analysis

quired lexicon, which is in turn dependent on the quality
and the size of data for lexicon acquisition.
The comparison of the recall and the ambiguity of the mor-
phological analyses is given in Table 2. We calculate the
recall by running our morphological analyzer and assuming
an oracle tagger which picks the right tag out of the possible
set of tags suggested by the morphological analyzer. This
means that the upper bound performance of our system is
90.4% for Russian; 98.1% for Portuguese and 94.8% for
Catalan.
In addition, we measure how close the language pairs are.
We train TnT on the source language and apply the result-
ing model directly to the target language (see Table 3) . The
size of the training corpora for each language is approxi-
mately 100K tokens.

Source Sp Sp Ru
Target Po Ca Cz

Full Tag: 56.9 36.5 45.6
POS: 65.3 64.5 63.8
SubPOS: 61.7 42.8 59.9
gender: 70.4 75.0 63.9
number: 78.3 85.5 73.2
case: 93.8 94.6 62.8
person: 74.5 77.5 89.4
tense: 90.7 82.2 88.4

Table 3: Lower bound: Source models directly applied to
target languages

From Table 3, it is evident that the Spanish-Portuguese pair
is the closest. Portuguese and Spanish share more than
50% linguistic properties, whereas the next pair that shares
many linguistic properties is Russian-Czech. The Spanish-
Catalan pair is the most distant one. So, we expect that the
tagging result on Portuguese will be the best, and we real-
ize that tagging Catalan is the most challenging task. The
evaluation reveals that the gender slot is challenging across
all languages, and case is a difficult category for Russian.

6. Experiments

6.1. Basic approach

Our basic approach consists of training transitions on the
source language, running the resource-light morphological
analyzer (Hana, 2005) on the target language and using its
output for creating evenly distributed emissions. The re-
sults of the tagging are summarized in Table 4 (where the
emisscolumn sayse (=even)). Tables 5, 6, and 7, report the
tagging resuls on nouns, verbs, and adjectives, separately.

6.2. Cognates

Although it is true that forms and distributions of the tar-
get and the source language words are not the same, they
are also not completely unrelated. As any Spanish speaker
would agree, the knowledge of Spanish wordsis useful
when trying to understand a text in Portuguese. The same
is true for the other language pairs.
Many of the corresponding Portuguese and Spanish words
are cognates, i.e. historically they descend from the same
ancestor root or they are mere translations. We assume two
things: (i) cognate pairs have usually similar morphological
and distributional properties, (ii) cognate words are similar
in form.
Obviously both of these assumptions are approximations:

1. Cognates could have departed in their meanings, and
thus probably also have different distributions. For ex-
ample, Spanishembarazada‘pregnant’ vs. Portuguese
embaraçada‘embarrassed’.

2. Cognates could have departed in their morphological
properties. For example, Spanishcerca ‘near’.adverb
vs. Portuguesecerca ‘fence’.noun (from Latincirca,
circus ‘circle’).

3. There are false cognates – unrelated, but similar or
even identical words. For example, Spanishsal-
ada ‘salty’.adj vs. Portuguesesalada ‘salad’.noun,
Spanishdoce ‘twelve’.numeral vs. Portuguesedoce
‘candy’.noun

Nevertheless, we believe that these examples are true ex-
ceptions from the rule and that in majority of cases, the
cognates would look and behave similarly. The borrowings,
counter-borrowings and parallel developments of the vari-
ous Romance languages have of course been extensively
studied, and we have no space for a detailed discussion.

Identifying cognates For the present work, however, we
do not assume access to philological erudition, or accurate
target-source translations or even a sentence-aligned cor-
pus. All of these are resources that we could not expect to
he arguments. Similarly as (Yarowsky and Wicentowski,
2000), we assume that, in any language, vowels are more
mutable in inflection than consonants, thus for example re-
placinga for i is cheaper that replacings by r. In addition,
costs are refined based on some well known and common
phonetic-orthographic regularities in language pairs. How-
ever, we do not want to do a detailed contrastive morpho-
phonological analysis, since we want our system to be
portable to other languages. So, some facts from a simple
grammar reference book should be enough.

Using cognates. Having a list of Source-Target cognate
pairs, we can use these to map the emission probabilities
acquired on the source corpus to the target language.
Let’s assume Source wordws and Target wordwr are cog-
nates. LetTs denote the tags thatws occurs within the
Source corpus, and letps(t) be the emission probability of
a tagt (t 6∈ Ts ⇒ ps(t) = 0). Let Tr denote tags assigned
to the Target wordwr by our morphological analyzer, and
the pr(t) is the even emission probability:pr(t) = 1

|Tr|
.



Then we can assign the new emission probabilityp′r(t) to
every tagt ∈ Tr in the following way (followed by normal-
ization):

p′r(t) =
ps(t) + pr(t)

2
(1)

7. Evaluation
We report the results of the following experiments:

1. Lower bounds: TnT trained on the source language
and applied directly to the target language

2. TnT trained on Catalan and applied to Catalan (for
comparison of the performance of the monolingual
model vs. the cross-lingual approach)

3. Transitions trained on the source language; target lan-
guage emissions obtained by running our morpholog-
ical analyzer and assuming the uniform distribution

4. Transitions trained on the source language; target lan-
guage emissions, enhanced by cognates (as described
in section 6.2.)

7.1. Resources

For testing the performance of our system we use the fol-
lowing corpora:

1. Russian: 4K tokens of Orwell’s1984, annotated by
hand.

2. Portuguese: 1.8K tokens of NILC, annotated by hand.

3. Catalan: 20K tokens of CLiC-TALP, translated into
our tag system.

7.2. Performance

We summarize the performance of our system on the
test corpora overall, across all categories, as well as re-
port detailed evaluations on three major parts of speech:
nouns, verbs, and adjectives. In the gold standard Cata-
lan corpus, some compound words were tagged as a unit
(e.g.CentreExcursionistade Banyolesis tagged with one
tag corresponding to proper names). We therefore do not
have reliable gold standard tags for the individual compo-
nents of these compound words, so these words were ex-
cluded from the evaluation.
Table 4 shows that the lower bounds of the Catalan, Por-
tuguese, and Russian. Examining these values, we con-
clude that the closest language pair is Portuguese-Spanish,
whereas the most distant one is Catalan-Spanish. This sup-
ports our linguistic intuitions. Interestingly enough, when
applying the basic (even emissions) model to Portuguese,
we ha
We would like to thank
, Sandra Maria Aluı́sio, and Ricardo Hasegawa for giving
us access to the NILC corpus annotated with PALAVRAS
and to Carlos Rodrı́guez Penagos for letting us use the
CLiC-TALP corpus.ve 47% error reduction rate comparing
to the Spanish model applied directly to Portuguese, which
suggests that morphological analysis is an important step

Target Ca Po Ru
trans Ca Sp Sp Sp Sp Sp Sp Cz Cz Cz
emiss Ca Sp eCa cog Sp ePo cog Cz eRu cog

Full Tag:96.036.570.775.256.977.282.145.678.680.4
POS: 97.564.580.283.365.384.287.663.892.792.3
SubPOS:96.842.877.980.961.783.587.059.990.990.7
Gen: 98.175.081.985.370.487.390.263.991.192.5
Num: 98.985.589.790.278.395.396.073.294.094.8
Case: 99.394.697.897.893.896.897.262.887.688.1
Pers: 98.577.587.189.074.591.292.789.498.999.0
Tense: 99.482.290.792.690.795.196.188.498.898.7

Table 4: Accuracy: all categories

in the cross-lingual tagging process. For Catalan and Rus-
sian, the error reduction rate is even more significant. In Ta-
bles 5, 6, 7, we report how the basic approach affects each
lexical category individually. Notice that for the Romance
languages, verbs are as challenging as nominals, whereas
the Slavic languages seem to have a more straightforward
verb morphology. The most difficult category for Slavic
languages is adjectives. The reason is that adjectives seem
to have a larger variation in their order in a sentence.

Target Ca Po Ru
trans Ca Sp Sp Sp Sp Sp Sp Cz Cz Cz
emiss Ca Sp eCa cog Sp ePo cog Cz eRu cog

Full Tag:94.8 43.040.5 51.3 65.2 60.8 70.730.365.869.4
POS: 97.1 69.853.3 63.3 80.6 75.3 81.977.794.595.0
SubPOS:96.7 58.650.6 60.1 76.1 75.1 81.677.794.595.0
Gen: 96.4 62.159.2 67.3 74.2 72.2 78.151.083.586.8
Num: 99.0 89.179.8 81.0 87.8 97.5 97.772.590.191.2
Case: 100.099.8100.0100.0100.0100.099.846.076.978.5

Table 5: Accuracy: Nouns

Target Ca Po Ru
trans Ca Sp Sp Sp Sp Sp Sp Cz Cz Cz
emiss Ca Sp eCa cog Sp ePo cog Cz eRu cog

Full Tag:95.831.567.271.433.278.482.447.287.691.0
POS: 97.667.882.985.448.791.593.068.298.398.3
SubPOS:97.244.381.083.637.790.592.051.995.796.6
Gen: 98.880.885.486.654.392.093.564.894.097.4
Num: 99.687.187.388.666.895.596.068.792.796.1
Pers: 96.766.671.175.238.781.985.981.195.796.6
Tense: 97.054.875.479.135.780.984.963.594.093.1

Table 6: Accuracy: Verbs

7.3. An alternative evaluation

Our goal is to provide methods for the rapid development
of annotated resources. Clearly, given the present level of
precision, we cannot be sure that the resources that we cre-
ate will be usable without modification. This modification
will require human intervention, but it is not immediately
obvious how costly this intervention will be. As anad hoc



Target Ca Po Ru
trans Ca Sp Sp Sp Sp Sp Sp Cz Cz Cz
emiss Ca Sp eCa cog Sp ePo cog Cz eRu cog

Full Tag:89.4 35.824.047.960.358.568.311.953.055.6
POS: 90.8 49.568.476.571.568.376.026.580.880.8
SubPOS:90.6 49.166.774.671.568.376.026.571.572.2
Gen: 96.9 63.850.871.587.280.388.050.389.489.4
Num: 98.7 88.992.593.794.494.595.684.193.494.0
Case: 100.099.199.299.298.996.295.141.175.576.8

Table 7: Accuracy: Adjectives

measure of the cost, we provide figures on the number of
changes that would be required to transform the tagger’s
output into the desired gold standard tags. Table 8 gives the
total number of atomic feature changes that are necessary
to recreate the gold standard.

Model Ca-evenCa-cogRu-evenRu-cogPo-evenPo-cog
Changes104504103713985 935 1605 1282

Table 8: Number of feature changes needed to recreate gold
standard

7.4. Discussion

We have shown that potentially useful results are obtainable
from an approach to bilingual lexicon creation that does not
rely on parallel corpora or bilingual lexicons. Simple use
of cognates is advantageous. Unsurprisingly, the approach
works best for language pairs that are very closely related,
such as Spanish and Portuguese, and rather less well for less
related languages, such as Catalan and Spanish. We also
provide some quantitative basis for the widely shared anec-
dotal impression that gender is difficult. We also show that
the case category is challenging for the Slavic languages.
Further work could include an attempt to quantify the ex-
tent to which gender and case difficulties are due to pure
lexical idiosyncrasy and the extent to which there are sys-
tematic differences which could reasonably be explained to
a second-language learner.
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